Analytics solutions
so advanced,
that all you need to do,
is just Switch On.

Benefitting.from advanced analytics
is seen by most as a cost, time and
skill intensive exercise.
Switch On is the end of this myth.
Switch On makes the most
sophisticated analytics for retail
businesses made available to all,
on-tap.
Here’s what we have for you.

CUSTOMER
ANALYTICS
An on-cloud customer marketing
solution that brings marketers a
comprehensive understanding of
customers, which helps improve
targeting, relevance and
attribution by understanding the
path-to-puchase, by uncovering
purchase intents early and by
identifying causal effects of
multi-channel behavior.

Achieve single view of customer
Aggregate information from analytics, metrics, enterprise
and social data.
Predict future behavior
Recognize next-best action, retention drivers, up-sell
and crosss-sell opportunities.
Close the loop on marketing ROI
Personalize every message, measure campaign lift and
channel performance.

RETAIL
ANALYTICS
Addresses every retail issue
Answer every question on product, pricing,
promotion, placement and people.
A comprehensive ready-to-run
analytics solution built
exclusively for retail - that
addresses all your
merchandising and store
analytics needs.

Addresses every role and function
Daily-use tools for merchandisers, buyers,
planners and store managers.
Addresses every analytical process
Ready-to-use application with a complete
understanding of key retail processes.
Addresses every stage of maturity
Built to address current analytics need-state
and scale appropriately.
Addresses entire analytics spectrum
Solution spans entire analytics spectrum Discovery, Descriptive, Predictive, Prescriptive.

BIG DATA
SOLUTIONS
Here’s the fastest approach to
monetizing your big data. Pre-packed
use cases, processing, models and
ready-to-go configurations can have
marketers and analysts running
algorithms in just a few hours.
Manthan’s solutions are architected
as bolt-ons to your existing Hadoop
infrastructure and deliver immediate
returns on investments by leveraging
data already present in the data lake.

Achieve single view of data
Aggregate information from multiple enterprise and
external sources.
Run algorithms at scale
Analyze large amounts of time-sensitive and disparate data
by leveraging cluster computing.
Enable real-time visualization
Consume real-time information and publish insights
on to real-time dashboards.

SUPPLIER
COLLABORATION
Author a mutual growth story with
a cloud-based supplier collaboration
solution that creates an agile and
profitable supplier network through
improved visibility, process
automation and integration.

Improve revenues and margins
Increase profits with faster new product
introductions and reduced out-of-stock.
Reduce and optimize costs
Reduce costs related to supplier information
management, trade promotion, order-to-pay
processes and space management.
Transform data into dollars
Generate an additional revenue stream
with retail data monetization.
Realize shared value
Unparalleled visibility across the supply
lifecycle to make retailers and suppliers agile
enough to address changing customer needs.
Analytics and support
Data-driven decision-making with
an analytics platform backed
by managed services.

• Gartner Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence
and Analytics Platforms, 2015
• Gartner Hype Cycle for Retail Technologies, 2015
• Gartner Hype Cycle for Procurement and Sourcing Solutions, 2015
• Gartner Digital Commerce Vendor Guide, 2015
• Retailers Find Success Using Self-Service
and Advanced Analytics
- Gartner Research, 2015.

ANALYST COVERAGE

“With Manthan and our cloud strategy, every decision maker has
access to sophisticated analytics and actionable insights, at all times.”
VP - IT, Charming Charlie

CUSTOMER-SPEAK

“Manthan’s solutions build upon our existing strength in delivering
an exceptional shopping experience by enabling our team to provide
engaging and relevant marketing offers for our customers.”
EVP - Marketing, Buehler’s Food Markets

#1 - Ease of Installation and Integration
by Tier One and Mid-sized retailers.
#1 - Vendor for Tier One Retailers.
- RIS Software Leaderboard

JURY-SPEAK

Over 200 customers across 22 countries
rely on Manthan’s analytics portfolio
for driving growth in their retail and
consumer businesses.

To stay ahead, every function in retail and
consumer businesses needs to have access to technology
that they can use for daily, tactical and strategic decision-making.
That’s what Manthan brings you with Switch On.
A comprehensive portfolio of analytics products and services that combine mathematics,
technology and domain expertise. Delivered on cloud for easy access, affordability and scalability.
Talk to us, let’s Switch On.
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